
How I Bag Fish 
By John Moyles 

  

In the years that I have worked in the pet industry, I have come across a surprising variety of 

ways of bagging fish.  This is the method I prefer to use. 

 

The first step is gathering all of the supplies.   

o Net  

o Container 

o Fish 

o Bags 

o Rubber bands 

o Airline and air pump (optional) 

 

 
 

The second step is to prepare your bag.  

o Some people like to fill the container with water, put the fish in the container and 

then pour it into the bag.  Personally I have had a few bad experiences with this 

method.  Fish have jumped out while I was pouring the water, punctured the side 

of the bag while being poured or been knocked unconscious by the swirling water.  

o So I use a different method.    

o Take your container and scoop some water into the bag first, a good ratio of water 

to air is 25:75, then place the bag with water into the container to support it.  Now 

you are ready to catch your fish. 

 

 



 
 

Once your fish is caught, gently place your fish into the bag. 

 

 
 

Remove the bag from the container and seal it. 

o To seal the bag, place it on a flat surface and while the top of the bag is open, 

quickly close your hand over the open and to trap air inside.  This takes practice. 

You can also use an air pump and air line.  Just put the airline in bag and inflate it.  

o When the bag is inflated, twist the bag until it is firm.  Bend the twisted part back 

over itself to form a gooseneck and secure with a rubber band. 

 



 
  

I always double bag.  Double bagging is beneficial in a few ways.  First it helps to prevent leaks.  

Secondly and most importantly it eliminates corners.  Fish can become trapped in the corners of 

the bag and puncture it with their spines or even smother themselves. 

  

To double bag, simply place the bag on a flat surface with the rubber band side up.  Place the 

open end of the second bag over the top of the filled bag and pull it down.  Secure the open end 

with a gooseneck and rubber band. 

 

 
 

 
  

This was a brief demonstration on how I bag fish.  I hope you enjoyed it. 
 


